Endocuff combined with buffer-traction: a method to make endoscopic submucosal dissection in proximal colon easy

We have successfully combined an endocuff and buffer-traction for endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) in the proximal colon (Video 1). This patient had a severe adhesion in the abdominal cavity from previous abdominal surgery. A 3-cm laterally spreading neoplasm was found at 5 cm from the anastomosis.

A circumferential incision of the lesion was performed that was greatly affected by breathing movement. The endocuff was set in the endoscopic tip as an anchor to stabilize the tip, maximally ensuring that the distance between the tip and the lesion was relatively fixed without affecting fine manipulation of the tip in individual mucosal folds. Buffer-traction was completed by using dental floss and a rubber band. Two circles of 3-mm in diameter were made by elastic dental floss and interconnected by a rubber band of approximately 3 mm. One dental floss circle was fixed to the border of the lesion by using 1 to 2 clips; the other floss circle was fixed to the normal intestinal wall opposite the lesion as the patient inhaled.

Gas injection can both stretch and fix the lesion. During ESD, the actions of the endoscope tip can repetitively pull the fixed clips, which were more likely to detach because of the thin colonic mucosa. We therefore used the rubber band to buffer the clips from the pull of the endoscope, and the stability of endoscopic operability was markedly improved. ESD was performed in a relatively distant observation instead of close observation, and the breathing effect was greatly reduced. Finally, the lesion was successfully resected. No perforation or delayed bleeding was observed after ESD. Postoperative pathological examination confirmed the diagnosis of a colonic tubular adenoma with a local high-grade intraepithelial neoplasm. The margin was tumor-cell negative.

An endocuff combined with our buffer-traction method can improve poor endoscopic operability, decrease colonic movement with breathing, and increase the success rate of ESD in the proximal colon.
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